
Wisconsin AES Design Worksheet  
Project:   __________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Step #1: _______ bedrooms x 100 GPD = ________ GPD x 1.5 = __________ GPD design wastewater 
flow (DWF). 
 
 
Step #2: _________ GPD DWF ÷ _______ GPD/sq. ft. Application Rate (Table A) = ___________ sq. ft. 

system sand bed area (SSBA) minimum. 
 

 
 



Step #3: Residential: ________Bedrooms x 70 = ________ ft. of AES pipe minimum, or  Commercial: 
_________ GPD DWF ÷ 2.14 GPD/ft. = ________ ft. of AES pipe minimum (assumes residential 
strength).  

 
 

Step #4: ___________ GPD DWF ÷ 750 GPD/section = _______ sections required. Notes: round 
fractions up to whole number. This step does not apply to parallel distribution systems. 

 
 
Step #5: ___________ ft. AES pipe (Step #3) ÷ _________ ft. row length = ________ number of rows.              

Notes: number of rows must be evenly divided by number of serial sections from Step #4, add 
rows if necessary (does not apply to parallel distribution systems). Longer rows preferred to 
shorter length rows. 

 
 

Step #6: ___________ ft. Pipe Layout Width (PLW) from Table C (or calculated manually for larger row 
spacing). 

 
 
 
Step #7: ___________% system slope (cannot exceed Table B allowances). 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Step #8: Calculate System Sand bed width (SSBW)– 
Beds sloping 10% or less, use the larger of (a) or (b) below: 

a) __________ sq. ft. sand bed area (Step #2) ÷ (______ ft. row length + 1 ft.) = _______ ft. sand 
bed width minimum  Note: 1 ft. is added to row length to allow 6 in. of sand beyond 
the ends of each row. 

b) ___________ ft. PLW (Step #6) + 1 ft. = _____________ ft. sand bed width minimum. 
Beds sloping over 10%, use the larger of (c) or (d) below: 

c) __________ sq. ft. SSBA (Step #2) ÷ (______ ft. row length + 1 ft.) = _______ ft. sand bed width 
minimum. 

d) ___________ ft. PLW (Step #5) + 4.5 ft. = _______ ft. sand bed width minimum Note: 4.5 ft. is 
added to the PLW to allow 6 in. of sand above the first row and 3.5 ft. beyond the 
edge of the lower row. 

 
 

Step #9: Calculate System Sand Extension(s) choose (a) or (b) below: 
Level beds (System Sand Extensions (SSE) are placed on each side of AES pipes):  

a) (__________ ft. SSBW (Step #8) – ________ ft. PLW Step #5 + 1) ÷ 2 = ________ ft. 
Sloping beds: SSE placed entirely on the down slope side of the bed. 

b)  __________ ft. SSBW (Step #8) – ________ ft. PLW (Step #5) + 1 = ________ ft. 

 
 
 
Notes:______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________     
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
System Illustration (optional): 
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